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Scand j work environ heaLth 7 (1981): suppl 4, 91-96

Epidemiologic principles applied to injury
prevention

by Patrick J Coleman, PhD 1

COLEMAN PJ. Epidemiologic principles applied to injury prevention. Scand j work
environ health 7 (1981): suppl 4, 91-96. An analysis of injuries resulting from falls
from ladders was caI1ri.ed out with the foll-owing ob.j<ectives: to reveal potential causal
factors of sum injuI1ies and to test epidemrol'ogi'C 'COncepts for rmproved design of a
case-comparison study of such injuries. The study obwl'VatiJons consisted of 1,419
workers injured in ladder-related aQoidents wlho responded to a W'ork Inrjury Report
Survey questionnaire. This survey, desi,gnedjointly by the NaHonal Insbitute for Occu
pati'onal Saf·ety and Health, the OceupaHonal Sattety and Health Admdnis'tration, and
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, included questions on the des~gn, eomposition, and
condition of the ladder, the ta1sk being attempted by t1he injured, the condition of the
wOI1ker's Shoes, the amount and kind of t:mining, and other factors. After the identifica
Hon of one group of injured Wiorkers (those inOur·ed whi~e working from the ladder) as
l'eferents and a sec·and group (thow indured wihile climbing the ladder) as cases, a case
comparison analysis of o1Jher factors was carried out. The (xmclU'si<ms drawn were that
the differences between the case and comparison groups were design- and task-related,
w1hile other faebors were not diI'ectly comparable. 'Bhis analysis points the way for
deSrgtJ!ing a more cal'efully con'brolled study of such injuries.

Key terms: case-refere.nt, falls, ladder, Work Indury Report Survey.

While a number of studies reported in the
accident reseaI'ch literature have appliied
epidemiologic methods to the sc'i.entific
study of injury (2, 5, 6), only a few (6, 7)
have treated occupational injuries. Haddon
(3, 4, 5) pioneered a number of applica
tions in the area of motor vehicle and
sports injuries, while Baker (1) and Waller
(8) have contributed much to injury epi
demiology in the publ'ic health arena.
With few exceptions, however, occupa
tional accidents and injuries have not been
researched wi1Jh accepted scientific meth
ods of collecting carefully controned ob
serva·tions, formulating hypotheses, and
designing studies capable of proving or
disproving these hypotheses. Rather, there
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is evidence that cost considerations, the
relative rarity O'f significant job injuries,
and the belief, in many cases, th~t a given
accident has been suffic'iently understood
in a causall sense to prevent its recurrence
have resulted in no pel"cetived need for job
injury applications of epidemiologic meth
ods and principles. Instead, job accidents
and -injuries have been viewed as unique
events, each having emergent characteris
tics sharing few common or underlying
necessary condi~ions and antecedents.
A possible consequence of these assump
tions is that collective learning about ac
cident and injury causes and their control
has proceeded more slowly than it might,
given the 'benet~it of systematic, scientif
ically designed studies.

'Dhis report presents a controned anal
ysis of cases of one specific job accident
type - falls from }ladders. Wi th the use
of this analysis as an illustration of the
application of epidemiologic methods, sev
eral principles are developed which should
guide further studies in this field.
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Background

Falls from ladders were chosen for study
for several reasons. First they are a ubi
quitous a'Ccident type, occurring in all in
dustries and occupations. Estimates based
on conso'lidated workers' compensation
statistics from 26 states for 1977 project
a US annual total of roughly 20,000 to
25,000 injur'ies resulting from such fans in
the wor'kplace. Second they were the sub
ject of one of the work injury report sur
veys designed jointly by the National In
stitute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) anJd tihe US Department of Labor
and conducted by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics in that department. Third, and
possibly most important from a research
design point of view, exposure to a poten
tial f'all from a ladder can be more eas'ily
quantified than can, say, exposure to a
falling or flying object. Because merely
being on a ladder constitutes a necessary
condition for falling from it, this accident
type lends itself to a case-referent study
design in a way few other accident types
do.

The work injury report (WIR) survey
of ladder accidents referred to was con
ducted in 1978. Questionnaires were
mailed to over 2,000 injured workers;
1,419, rough'ly 70 %, responded. The ques
tionnaire contained 26 multiple questions
on activity at the time of the accident,
a description of the ladder involved in the
accident, placement of nonfixed ('hand
portable or movable) ladders, training in
formation, and a question about other
factors related to fue accident.

Since the WIR survey was designed not
as an epiderniolog1ic study, but as an at
tempt to oibtain a broad picture of ladder
related injuries including details such as
activity when injured, occupation, ladder
type and condition, and kind and amount
of training, some examination and sorting
of cases was necessary to ensure at least
superficial un:iformHy. 'I'hus, wihen signifi
cant numbers of cas-es appeared to involve
workers being hit by a fa1!ling ladder
rather than fueir farling from it, or other
nonfall types of events, these cases were
exduded from further analysis.

A brief reViiew of the overaU features
of the remaining cases is in order to
provide a background for the analysis.
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Based on ta'bles and copies of survey re
turns supphed by the Bureau of Lahor
Statistics, the fol'lowing patterns or clus
ters emerged: (i) farm laborers using
straight ladders to piok fruit often carry
bags up and down ladders propped against
a tree limb; (ii) truck drivers climb in
and out of truck cabs via fixed ladders
and also climb fixed ladders on the t'anks
of taIl'ker trucks, but they use these only
as access means, and not as working plat
forms; (iii) stock clerks, warehouse work
ers, and other retail business personnel
use stepladders to load and unload items
from shelves; and (iv) mechanics, car
penters, painters, construction laborers,
and laborers in general use a variety of
ladders for diverse tasks and purposes.

Given the diversity of factors suggested
by these work situations, it is easy to
understand why they are viewed as unique
events. Yet it is in discovering unifying
and common conditions that may precede
these events that the promise of a more
rigorous epidemiologic approaCh lies, and
this approach gets its power from the
aggregation of data, rather than 1Jh.e anal
ysis of each case. Haddon (3) and others
have emphasized the point that we already
know, at one level of generality, the un
derlying agent in most injuries - energy,
in one of its many forms, is transferred to
human tissue in amounts that necessarily
cause damage. In the analysis of the WIR
data, one objective was to focus on an
intermediate level between energy - the
most general agent - and the numerous
detailed features of individual ladders,
workers, tasks, and environments. Itf con
straints or clusters could be found in this
large set of circumstances, per'haps more
general countermeasures would emerge
also.

What posed the greatest problem for
this analysis was the lack of a referent
group, ie, worikers who successfully worlk
ed on ladders without falling off. A com
promise wHich allowed the successful ap
plication of statislJical tests to the data
was chosen, based on accepted practice in
case-referent studies of disease - that of
comparing cancer victims to hospital pa
tients with dJiseases or problems other
than cancer or of denoting liver cancer
patients as cases and comparing them to



Results

Table 1. Type of ladder by activity.

Table 2, Hardhat wearers versus nonwearers by
activity.

each of the 64 remaining items of infor
mation.

441

81
360

58
116

174

Activity at time of injury

Climbing Working
ladder from ladder

4. The tables were produced a second
time for all 64 items on the questionnaire,
the ladder type be[ng restricted to straight
ladders only. This subgroup of 262 straight
ladder observ·ations was the largest single
ladder type category vnthin the 615 case
r~ferent series.

Activity at time of injury

Ladder type Climbing Working
ladder from ladder

Stepladder 37 202
Job-made ladder 13 34
Permanently fixed
ladder 21 8
Straight ladder 94 168
Other 9 29

Total 174 441

TaJjles 1 and 2 show that only 2 out of
the 64 questions had answers differing
significantly between falls while a worker
c1imfbed a ladder and falls wHile a person
worked from a ladder. The first factor
was ladder type, shown in tahle 1.

The percentage differences between the
cases and referents shown in this table
were the largest for step ladders and
straight Iladders, but permanently fixed
ladders was the only category with a
smaller frequency in the reference group
than in the case group.

a Other includes side rolling ladders, type not
specified, and type specified as other.

Chi-square = 54.999, significant at level p =
0.0001.

Hardhat wearers
Hardhat nonwearers

Total

Chi-square = 15.975, significant at level p =
0.0001.

patients with cancer of other body sites
as referents. In this study, the cases were
selected as those workers injured wlhile
climbing a laidder, and the referents were
those workers who fell while working
from a ladder.

At first glance this may seem an arbi
trary basis for diistinguishing cases from
referents, but it is based logically, if not
empiricatly, on the activities under inves
tigation. The rrationale is simply that the
referent - the worker who falls whIle
working directly from the ladder - has
in some sense avoided the hazards of
dlimbing the ladder, while the worker
designated as a case has not. Clearly, this
division entails several assumptions wh[ch
can be called into question if analysis
warrants. For ex:ample, if referents were
injured partly as a result of events oc
curring after they safely climbed the
ladder to the work site (eg, a gust of wind,
extra weight added to the ladder), some
of the differences, if any, would be ac
counted for. Thus one impricit assumption
is that contributory causal factors are dis
tributed equally over the time period en
compassing the dlimbing and work activi
ties. This pOlint will be examined further
in the discuss[on section.

Methods

Specifically, the sequence of steps fol
lowed in the analysis was the following:

1. AU 1,419 observations were screened
to ensure that those analyzed were homo
geneous with respect to two factors, the
type of accident (fall from ladder) and the
distance fallen [4 feet (1.2 m) or greater].
This screening yielded 863 observations.

2. Further restrictions were applied to
the 863 cases. A total of 174 was found
to be coded as a fall while a worker
climbed a ladder, and these 174 were
designated as cases. Those coded as falls
while a person worked dir·ectly from a
ladder, 441 observations, were selected as
the comparison or reference group. The
combined case-referent series totaled 615
observations.

3. Ta'bles were produced by a computer
USing the Statistical Analysis System (SAS
79) to compare cases and referents for
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Table 3. Surface supporting bottom of ladder.

Table 4. Factors significant in the comparison
of falls of persons climbing a ladder versus falls
of persons working from a ladder, for straight
ladders only.

a Other surfaces include hard surface, slick sur
face, unstable base, nonlevel base, unknown,
and other.

Chi-square = 7.877, significant at level p =
.0050.

Table 2 presents a comparison of the
wearing of a haI'd hat between the cases
and referents. Thirty-three percent (58 of
174) of those who fell while climb1ing wore
hard hats, Whereas only 18 % of the re
ferents wore such hats. It Should be noted
that the question on the use or nonuse of
a hal'd hat did not allow an interpretation
of the role of hard hat use in causing or
contributing to the accident.

A more suggestive factor is that shown
in table 3, the nature of the surface sup
porting the bottom of the ladder. While

not as statistically significant as the fac
tors of tables 1 and 2, the nature of the
surface is a more likely candidate for a
truly "causal" factor in the sense that
changing or offsetting this condition prior
to use of the ladder appears to be a
plausiible preventive action. Clearly, vari
ables such as the use of hard hats and
ladder type are structural antecedents to
the task requiring a ladder, and as such
are indirect statistical associations. It is
not at all likely that donning a hard hat
for a task not requiI'ing one, or removling
one where it is usually worn, would have
an impact on the hazards of climbing or
working from ladders.

Table 4 il'lustrates that, when the group
of injuries was sorted and straight ladders
were considered alone as a more homoge
neous subgroup, both remaining factors
from tables 2 and 3 rema'ined significant,
although at reduced levels of probabHity.

Table 5 shows a hiighly significant fac
tor which, unfortunate1y, could not be
evaluated in 1Ihis study. Before the use of
hands could be properQy compared, 1!he
referents (workers who fell while working
directly from the ladder) would have had
to answer the question: "Were you hold
ing on to the ladder while climbing it?"
Since the question was not asked this way,
it and several other questions relating to
activity at the mme of the accident could
not be eva'luated with this method.

441

71
370

174

13
161

Activity at time of injury

Climbing Working
ladder from ladder

Total

Soft su rface
(such as loose dirt)
Other surface a

Surface

Factor Significance level

Table 5. Use of hands on ladder by activity, for
straight ladders only.

Activity at time of injury

Climbing Working
ladder from ladder

Not holding on
to ladder 9 64
Holding onto ladder
with one hand 39 96
Holding onto ladder
with both hands 46 8

Total 94 168

Chi-square = 77.530, significant at level p=
0.0001.

94

Wearing hard hat
Surface supporting bottom
of ladder

p < 0.02

P < 0.02

Discussion

The results presented suggest several
first-order conclusions: one, that falls
from ladders are a diverse set of events
whIch, neverlthe[ess, can be studied fruit
fully as a statistical aggregate if proper
care is ta!ken in the analysis; two, that,
with respect to the characteristlics covered
by tihis survey, fa]ls wh\i.le a wo:r1ker climlbs
a ladder are similar to fans while a person
works directly from a ladder. One implica
tion is that, on tihe average, many features
of the work situation which might in
crease the ri:;jk of a fal'l are the same "or
these two activiities.

A closer look at the results, however,
revealls some methodological difficulties
what warrant further discussion. Table 1
indicated that straight ladders were as-



sociated with fams while chmbing, as were
permanently fixed ladders, while falls
from stepladders were distinctly associated
wlith 'the reference group. Again, a first
impression response is that straight lad
ders, and especiaHy permanently fixed
ladders, are often used for access alone
and not as a Iwork \base, whereas steplad
ders are designed exclusively for their use
as work platforms. Thlis situation implies
task and occupation differences which are,
themselves, correlated with sel1ection of
ladder type and of course indicates that
ladder type is not a causal factor as much
as an explanatory variable.

Much the same can be said for the
wearing of hard hats (talJj1e 2). Thirty-three
percent of those injured while climbing
wore hard hats, while only 18 010 of the
referents did. Aside from unlikely argu
meruts that hard hats could restriict visi
bility or promote imbalance in the climber,
this association is an explanatory one
wh!ich suggests other di:Dferences, such as
occupation, industry, or task, that could
account for the outcome. Hardhat-wearing
construction laborers and mechanics might
often use iladdersfor access, while fruit
pickers and other agricultural workers,
not requiring head protection, work con
tinuously on ladders as platforms.

One additional variable not available in
this survey, that of exposure or time spent
doing the designated acbiv'ities, would
undoubtedly add revealing information,
and it is a basic epidemiologic study re
quirement in any case. But an argument
can also be made that when design differ
ences emerge in a case-referent study,
they imply so many other potential dif
ferences i1lhat pemaps they should have
been 'controlled !for in the study design
itself. That is, if matching of cases with
referents is to be done, matching on de
signed or planned characteristics of the
work situation shou~d be a primary con
sideration.

In contrast with the previously presented
logic, unplanned features of the work sit
uation might not be expected by them
selves to imply differences in other vari
ables, at least not in 1fue sense 1fuat major
design factors do. The extension of this
argument to 1Jhe study outcome indicates
that, if unplanned factors emerge as con-

tributory conditions to accidents, they
offer ready candidates for change or future
preventive action. In this sense, they cor
respond to the Highly vaTliable, rapidly
changing features characteristic of inter
acting systems of humans and the pihysi
cal elements of the workplace. A sugges
tive analogy, furnished by Jorma Saari of
the Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health (personel communication), views
these variable features as "so:ftw,are," as
opposed to "hardware" - the fixed or
slowly changing structural features of the
workplace.

The nature of the surface supporting the
bottom of the ladder is one illustration.
Nonslip ladder feet represent one response
to problems of slippage on hard floors,
whereas tie-off means provide control
wlhen ladders are used on slippery or soft
surfaces, such as soil or loose dirt. Table
3 showed that 8 Ofo of the cases were soft
surfaces at the time of the fall, while 16 Ofo
of the referents were on similar surfaces.
This finding does not suggest that soft
surfaces are created simply so that lad
ders can be climbed, but thalt compensation
for the surface condition is a safety mea
sure that perhaps needs more emphasis in
all ladder-using tasks.

Table 4 illustrated that the factors dis
tinguishing the cases from the referents
for all ladder types remained significant
when ladder types were controlled for.
This result suggests that for straight lad
ders alone, major structural differences in
occupation, industry, and task may have
to be controrIed before other contributory
factors emerge.

A pecu)iiarity of accident research as
opposed to disease studies appears to be
that the fOI1mer requires that sequences of
events and dynamic changes in the work
situation be focused on, whereas disease
studies, concerned primarily wtith health
outcomes, rely more often on cumulative
conditions and fixed physiological states.
This situatlion is best illustrated by table
5, which points out the difficulty in com
paring events at two points in time. The
question as to the use of the hands during
the use of a ladder is certainly one of thEo
most suggestive factors included in the
survey, but it could not be legitimately
compared between the cases and the refe.r-
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ents. There is no guarantee that a woriker
who fell While woriking from a :Ladder,
partly because his hands were full when
he slipped, was not holding on when he
Climlbed the bdder.

This sequential characteristic of most
industrial accidents and injuries has impli
catiions for study design and for generating
hypotheses about accident causes. When
a group of events or sequences of events,
such as !falls from iadders, are viewed as
common eXipress'ions of underlying causal
factors, cases that are alIke in at least
one particular - the event of the faU it
se'lf - are !being categorized into one
class. Yet as is clear from the data of this
study and o~hers, falls result in a variety
of injuries and outcomes. Similarly, there
is signifioant variety in the tasks, occupa
tions, and other fixed features of the cases,
even 1!hough 1!hey converge in sharing the
faiJ.l~from-a-laddercharacteristic.

For these reasons, it would appear to
be cdtical to define beforehand whether
event sequences with at least one common
element or individuals who have been in
jured versus 1!hose not injured are being
studied. The choice of compariison groups
depends entirely on this decision, since a
person not injured today coulld have been
injured yesterday, or last month or last
year. It seems clear that if referents are
to be defined as those exposed for, eg, 3 a
and never injured, the cases Should per
haps be rede£ined as those injured for the
first time in a similar period. To the
extent that today's referent could have
been yesterday's case, only the software
aspects of causa~ion can be studied - the
dynamic, day-to-day changes and circum
stances that are not predictable from the
fixed structural features of the work.

Conclusions

Based on 1!he analysis and the discussion
presented, the following guidelines are
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suggested as working foundations for
future case-referent studies of job injuries
and accidents:

(a) Careful attention to sequences o£
events. Time relationships between causal
events and outcomes demand close atten
tion to exact details in the accident de
scription.

(b) Consistency in defining cases and re
ferents. To ensure that the study is com
paring individuals, for example, cases and
referents may have to be matched not only
with respect to past exposure, but also to
past history of accidents and injuries.

(c) Definition of what constitutes a case.
Homogeneity among the injured persons
studied with respect to demographic and
stable features of work life should mini
mize design factors as direct causal factors
and reveal instead those unplanned fea
tures that enter the causal chain to pro
duce accidents.
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